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ABSTR.rSCT
IVe report recent work on the estraction of-R = at/q and the structure function I-2 0x-e; a large kinematic range. which is based on a reanaiysis of deep me!astjc c -p and c -d scattering cross sections measured at SL.4C between 1970 and 19% All these data were corrected for radiative effects using improved versions of external and internal radiative correction procedures. The data from seven individual experiments were normalized to those from the recent high--precision SLAC experiment E140.
II'e find that R, = Rd. as expect.ed in QCD. The value of R is higher than predicted by QCD even when target-mass effects are included, This difference indicates that additional dynamical higher-twist effects may be present.
The structure functions F2p and F2d were also extracted from the full data sets of normalized cross sections using an empirical fit to R. These structure functions were then compared with data from the CER?r' muon scattering experiments BCDIIS and ESIC. \Ye find that our data are consistent u-ith the ESIC data, if the latter are multiplied by a normalization factor of 1.07. r\'o single, uniform normalization factor can be applied to the BCDhfS data that will bring them into agreement with the SLAC data in the region of overlap.
%ork supported by the Department of Energy, contract Contributed to the International Europhysics Conference on High Energy Physics, Madrid, Spain, September 6-13,1989 I Introduction:
Sirlcc 1970 a series of deep inelastic e -p and e -d scattering Gperiments at SL.4C'+233~4~5*" h as steadily improved our knowledge of the proton and deuteron structure functions. .-
The last of these. completed in 1gsj. was c a high-statistics measurement designed to extract accurate values of the ratio R = a~/a~ from inelastic e -p. e -d and e -Fe cross sections.6 As part of that experiment, an intensive effort was made to reduce systematic errors in the measured cross sections to the 1 percent level. A key to this effort was the use of much-improved procedures for calculating radiative corrections to the ra\f -cross-section data.j
In the present work, completed in the past year, these improved correction procedures were applied to all SLAC deep inelastic e -p and e -d cross sections dating back to 1970. Such a reanalysis of this data permitted us to extract R(r: Q2j over an extended kinematic range 0.1 < r _< 0.9 and 0.61 < Q' _< 20 Gel'?. .-An empirical fit to R then allowed us to determine the structure .
function Fijs. Q') over the same range of r and an even greater Q' range. where o~"'~ is the Mott cross section, A1 is the nucleon mass, v = E -E' is the energy of the virtual photon that mediates the interaction, Q' = 4EE'sin2(8/2) is the square of the invariant four-momentum transfer, and the Bjorken scaling another. The present analysis is based on key advances in both categories. First.
recent improvements in both internal and external radiative corrections' have reduced the systematic uncertaint:. due to them to the level of 1 percent in overa!! normalization and less than 1 percent in point-to-point variations. Second. we normalize all deuterium data to the recent high-precision experiment E140,6 using a smooth global fit. .4 similar fit is used to normalize the hydrogen data. The statistical accuracy of these fits permits us to reduce the relative normalization uncertainties to the level of 0.i percent.
Radiative corrections to the cross section data were calculated using the exact "internal" prescription of Akhundov, Bardin and Shumeiko' (.4BS). -4n additional "external" correction (due to straggling of the electrons in the target material) was calculated with the complete formalism of hlo and Tsaig (MT).
The internal corrections of ABS agreed to better than 1 percent with improved.
exact internal calculations based on XIT over a large range of SLAC kinematits. Furthermore. the external corrections have been used to correct data from ;ac experiment E139' taken with iron targets of 0.02. 0.06 and 0.12 radiation .-length. and the corrected cross sections agreed with one another to better than ? 1 percent. All experiments contributing to the present analysis used hydrogen . and deuterium targets of less than 0.02 radiation length. Therefore this test of the external radiative corrections for longer targets indicates that our procedure .-is highly accurate for short radiation lengths.
Iiormahzed cross sections from all experiments were binned in intervals of r -and Q2: and a bin centering correction was applied. Values of the cross section 
.-t where Ffh is a threshold function forcing R-bfodc' to agree with RQ~D at 1011 . z and high Q?, and the Ai (25.3136, 16.4259, 0.0656, 0.4681, l.SS45) are the parameters of the fit. The x2 for this fit, also shown in Figure 2 , is 9s for 122 degrees of freedom. This RAiodc' is used in the subsequent analysis to extract Fl and r;d from the corrected cross sections.
\'a.lues of I-2(x, Q?) h ave been extracted from the measured hydrogen and deuterium cross sections from all eight experiments using Eqn. (1) and Rnrodrr. These F2 values were binned in 2 for the purpose of comparing them with other Fp measurements. -4 bin centering correction u-as applied using a smooth global fit to F2. This functional form of this Fjrodc' is a modification of one used previously.1 and fits the data extremely well. MYthin each r-bin the data were then"clustered" in Q', again using F2 nlodt', but without an imposed binning. does not agree with our results in. the region overlap. The BCDMS data has been extracted using the assumption the R = RQCD. which is a good representation of R. at their large values of Q". 11-e have also applied a smali correction to the BCDUS data such that the value of R used is the same as RAfod". It appears that the BCDMS data is low compared to SLAC for z 2 0.55 and is high for x 2 0.275.
Previous comparison of EhlC and BCDMS dataI have indicated that the experiments disagree by +5'i; to +lO% at low r and -10% to -15% at high r.
Global fits in both r and Q? to both data sets have very large A? per degree of freedom.In the region of overlap, our results favor the EMC shape of the r distribution. but agree more with BCDMS in overall average normalization. \Ye are planning to also study the ratio of neutron to proton structure functions for fixed values of x as a function of Q?. The combined analysis of SLAC data will beextended to the resonance region in the near future.
-.--In conclusion. the reanalyzed SL.4C data on the proton and deuteron strucc ture function F2 disagree with both CER?; high energy muon experiments. In the kinmatic region of overlap, the EMC data is low in normalization by 7% compared -.
to SLAC. The BCDUS data agrees in overall normalization, but is 5% to 10% high at small x and is 10% to 15% low at large 5. It has been suggestedI that the source of the disagreement may be larger than anticipated systematic errors in the BCDMS data only at the lower Q? region which overlap with SLAC, because of the higher sensitivity. to incident beam energy in that region. The precise results from our SLAC data now provide the best low Q2 anchor for comparison with high Q? muon and neutrino scattering experiments. Some of the remaining questions at large r will be resolved by data from the recently approved run for E140.4. which will probabl>-run in 3.990. .-. However? in the region of overlap with SLAC, BCD?\IS data appears to be 5% to 10% higher at small r. and about 10% to 15% lower at large r. BCIII!S DATA KOR?dALIZEC BY 1.000. CL'RVE DRAW IS BEST FIT TO SAC DATA.
